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We Have Lost another Good Friend

supports, the track and the wiring, and finally said
it could be moved..
At the same time we went through the
other railroad related items in the basement. Don
sat at a kitchen table and agreed where the things
would go. Many of them were donated to QSME.
Prior to his stroke I mentioned to Don that
we had a wide open space behind the Keating
Engine facility and it would be nice if we had
some housing for railroad workers.
Don took the challenge and came up with a
trio of what used to be called homes “on the
wrong side of the tracks”, a phrase still politically
correct in 1958.

Donald R Meyer

January 21 1926 – January 13th 2007
Pass # 26
We have lost another good QSME friend
and member. On Saturday January 13th Don died
in Sunset home. He had spent the past 15 years
there after suffering a devastating stroke in 1992.
However it did not keep him from still enjoying his
model railroad hobby.
His son and daughter credited the Blessing
Hospital rehabilitation unit and the caring staff of
Sunset home. They also credited two model
railroaders Terry Wensing and George Effrein.
It was George who convinced the club
shortly after Don’s stroke to build the lower Level
Ashtabula yard and docks, so Don could operate
from his wheelchair. As you can see in the above
photo Don never lost his love of the hobby.
Not long after he recovered to the point
where he could make serious decisions, he
decided to sell his home. That led to what to do
with his layout in the basement. I first saw that in
the mid 1960s during the round-table days of our
club. I marveled at how well it ran and the design.
Don hated to tear it down, but it still runs
today because Hank Murray agreed to house it in
his large shed.
George crawled over and under, around
and about the layout measuring, checking the

Meyer Apartment Complex.
It is really complete with people, pets,
babies, old cars and a sign which reads, “Another
Fine project of Meyer – Peter Architects. Hank
made the sign.
Don also built and donated the huge water
tank at Keating and the one at Portland Mills. If
you are operating steam and need a tender filled,
thank Don for the tanks. Kelle Slough sent the
following. It is a great tribute.
He (Don) was such a wonderful man
and always pleasant to speak with. The
world and the club surely now have a void.
Even after his stroke he still participated in
club activities. That tells me that the QSME
was extremely important to him and that if
everyone associated with the club could have
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only half of his devotion to life, think of what
could be done.
Memorials have been made to the club in
Don’s name. A committee has been named to
create some type of permanent memorial to the
members who have passed on.
See bottom of page 8 for pictures of Don’s
water tanks.

Updating The Newsletter
C&LE Improvements
More of Mac Fisher’s Layout
Second Section Stuff
Our Newsletter
You will notice we are finally closer to
schedule. I have tried over the years to get out a
newsletter every two months. Through a
combination of problems and the addition of a
website to the printed newsletter got us off
schedule . However with the addition of Larry and
Barb Stoll to the production staff it has proved
easier.
I would like to know how you like the PDF
down-loadable version of the newsletter on the
website? Also other than length of time are you
having any serious problems with the download
Larry says even with dial-up internet
connections it should only take about 25 minutes.
If you have faster downloading internet it should
be a matter of just a couple of minutes.
We are still mailing print versions to a list of
people who either don’t have internet connections
or wish to receive a printed copy. If the PDF
version of the Website is not viable for you, just
let us know and we’ll add you to the list,
I do have one serious note. On
Sunday January 17th, our computer developed
another major problem. The Microsoft Express email program became corrupted. As a result we
lost all e-mail addresses, all names and
addresses on contact lists, and several files in
which we had saved special information and one
file containing months of items saved from e-mails
concerning real and model railroading.
Thankfully we can again receive e-mails,
so send us any comments by e-mail at
rrbob9@adams.net

And as always if you have any pictures or
any ideas for the newsletter please let anyone on
the staff know. The staff is as follows;
Larry Stoll & Barb Stoll website production and
mailing print copies.
Fred Stephan photographer and web-master
Mary Turek – proof reader and ace critic.
Bob Turek, editor and chief flunk y.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Chesapeake & Lake Erie
As I wrote in the last newsletter the work is
finished on putting new legs along the left wall in
the layout room.(left from entering the door).
The Good Samaritan Home has still not
indicated when they will begin the actually work.
We looked at the wall and the scenery along it. In
many cases even if we lose some of the scenery
it will give us a chance to replace it. Also we will
get a good opportunity to replace some rather
damaged back drop.
At the February meeting Hank Murray said
he found out the home is beginning to discuss the
project with a contractor. One concern is that
when the contractor takes down the 2x4s it will
pull down the paneling behind the layout.
Work continues on the additions and
changes to our layout. Two of them are almost
finished. They are the scenicking of Clintonville
and the area to the east and below Benezett. It
has made the loop from WilliamstownYoungstown open to view. Now you can see if
your train is continuing to move from one location
to the other.

New Open area
At the top right barely visible is the track
leading to Benezett.
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Next is the Emporium – Glen Hazel line. Second
from bottom is the line between Clarion and
Portland Mills, and finally the Youngstown –
Williamsport loop.
Dave Scharnhorst still has some scenery
work to finish. Hopefully you will see more
accomplished after the next work session on
Friday February 9 th .
February 1s t Business Meeting Hank
Murray reported he is concerned about the club
radios. He says several of them are beginning to
fail. They are the five-channel Maxon FM brand
with headsets and are no longer manufactured.
The problem is if we have to change radios, the
new ones are not compatible so we would have to
replace them all at one time. Following the
meeting Jim Keller found three on the internet and
purchased them. The purchase was authorized at
the meeting.
Gary Roe has volunteered to work on and
chair the Narrow Gauge portion of the C&LE.
Gary has also secured a new Proto 2000 Heritage
collection 0-8-0 switcher at a very reasonable
price. The club has paid for it and it will be
assigned switching duties at Keating, while 0-6-0
#121 will moved to Portland Mills yard.
At the meeting president Mac Fisher also
appointed a four member committee to research
the QSME Constitution and By-laws and report if
there are changes which need to be made.
A couple of items were brought up that are
simply not being followed. Currently it calls for two
meeting per month on the 1st and 3rd Thursday,
one of which will be a business meeting. Also is
the requirement that all checks have the signature
of two officers.
Committee members include Hank Murray,
David Fredrick, Mary Turek and Larry Stoll.
We seem to have a problem with the new
Atlas trucks. While they are the freest rolling of
brands available there is a problem with the
length of the axles on the wheel sets used to
make the detection wheels. They are several
hairs too long for the Atlas trucks. Anyone with a
simple answer, please forward it to us.
TIC TOC or HUMM HUMM
A big thank you to Gary Roe for our new
train room clock. The old one was no longer
reliable and the new comes complete with C&LE
logo. It is battery operated so it keeps correct
time.

Mac’s Third Layout
Current QSME president and model
railroader Mac Fisher has been involved in the
hobby since 1950 that makes 56 years of
modeling. Like many others in this hobby Lionel
trains at Christmas gave him the bug
The preset layout in the basement of his
Hannibal home is his largest. The first was 10 by
15 feet, the second 15 by 20’, and the present
layout a magnificent 30 inches deep by 108 feet
long. It also features return loops at each end.

Van McCullough & Larry Stoll
The two are working the yard at
Farmington. Van is assembling an outbound train
while Larry’s locomotive is working the back track.
This picture gives you an idea of the size of
Macs current layout. This is the short side of his
railroad which covers three sides of the very large
basement.
In addition to the railroad there is a wood
working area in a second room where he is
building four modules to represent the old
Hannibal riverfront. They will become a part of his
permanent railroad. The Hannibal sections will be
18 inches by eight feet and feature plenty of
switching. He also has a work bench and a crew
quarters area within the parameters of the
railroad.
The railroad features the Northern Pacific,
Great Northern and Mac’s own Bluff City
Northern. Hannibal is also known as the Bluff
City. The layout is all steam except for one gaselectric motor coach and the time period is late
1930s and early 1940s. You’ll see a lot of
billboard reefers and older style freight cars on
this layout.
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Railway Express Truck at Wilmar Station
The gas electric is at far right in this
picture. Hanging out from the cornice of the
station is a train order signal set to stop trains for
passengers or orders.
Mac’s railroad will operate on time table
and train order once he has a timetable designed.
It is a single track main line with plenty of passing
sidings. There are two major yards plus one set of
storage tracks.

New Bedford Yard
Each end of the railroad also features a
turntable where the steam power can be turned.
The one at New Bedford has a remote control
(hand powered) and the one at Farmington is at
this point still an Armstrong table.
All yards and branch lines are code 70
while the main is code 83. All main lines are cork
roadbed laid on Homasote™ and the yards are
directly on the Homasote™.
All tracks will eventually be ballasted and
scenicked as necessary.

Wilmar crossing watchman on duty
There are so many buildings available to
people in the hobby, particularly those modelers
who wish to go back into the period of steam. For
example a watchman’s shanty is perfect for the
period. There are plenty of older vehicles. Street
lighting is important and you can use the old style
round globe lights that fit the time. I remember
growing up with those style lights in both New
Jersey and southern Indiana and they were
featured in downtown Quincy back in the 50s.

Background Building at Wilmar
Mac has made good use of background
buildings, those narrow building fronts that
measure one inch or less. He points out there are
problems using them. How and where you light
the layout is important if you have something
sitting next to the backdrop. The picture above
gives you an example of that. Notice the right
edge and the shadows right and left of the tall
pipe. Even a smaller one on the roof causes the
same problem.
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the use of multiple sound equipped locomotives
on the layout.
While I have observed that Mac can do it
all, electrical, track work, painting and weathering
engines and cars. His forte appears to be scenery
and buildings. Remember this is just my opinion,
some of you may feel that other portions of his
layout work excel.

Another example of Background building
Mac says he found one way to overcome
the shadow problem. Note the chimney, the water
unit used for air conditioning (early style) and the
water tank next to it. They are cut-outs placed
against the backdrop thus eliminating some
shadows. The shadow along the right edge of
building can still be seen but it is less
objectionable.

Two examples of rock work
The random stone cast wall behind the
roadway is from a mold. Where two pieces join
Mac has added a climbing plant.
In the front is an area of gouged or carved
rock. Note that the greenery is not overdone and
that the grassy areas are on the topside where
dirt would naturally cling and seeds would sprout.

Wilmar Business District
Using this picture points out that Mac has
used lighting in his scenes too. The street light in
the right background is an excellent example.
Some street lights are plastic rod lit from below
the layout top then painted black to hide the light
until it reaches the globe.
Discarded Barrel
Electrically Mac feeds the layout with 12
gauge stranded main feeders off a single
Old barrel by roadside adds to the scenery
Digitrax® “Chief” system and one receiver, with on the layout.
power districts.
One of Macs real secrets is he uses real
All feeders from the main line are 20 to 22 earth. Of course he finds it in the summer. It is
gauge wire. So far Mac has had no trouble with broken up, then it is screened several times until
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the dirt becomes almost powder-like. He stores it
in air-tight bottles for use as needed. You will also
find more than one shade of earth.
Mac has been careful to use scenery
materials sparingly, placing plantings only where
they would actually grow.

Cast Rock Slope at Farmington
Much of the scenery on the layout is
created using Sculpta-Mold™ which is a very light
weight substance that is mixed with water and
can be placed almost anywhere on a layout. Mac
has used it at Benezett on the C&LE to smooth
out some bumps in the base for the steel mill
complex. It does provide a solid surface once it
dries.
He also uses castings of rocks and walls
as well as extruded Styrofoam, the pink and blue
stuff.

#2687 Pulls Past The Station
Here’s the same locomotive a little farther
down the track. Note the use billboards and other
sign. Yes you could still get a good cigar for five
cents in the time period Mac is modeling. I
remember 5 cent cigars in the late 40s.
This is also an example of his touch with
the scenery. He does not overdo the use of
weeds and greenery along the track or on the
side of the block walls. I have seen layouts with
greenery on almost every surface to the extent
that it became the dominant factor in the view.

Corner women’s wear store in Wilmar
Three things add important touches to the
scene in this photo. The street light, figures on the
street and the windows with store dummies
Northern Pacific 4-8-4 #2687
exhibiting the women’s clothes. With addition of
The heavy steamer slows for the Wilmar
the set-back windows and the figures wearing the
station in the early evening of a summer day. This
picture shows the good use of interior lighting.
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dresses, there is no question about the purpose
of the store even without a sign.
Note the broken curbing below the street
light and another broken section just to the right.
Accidental or on purpose it’s a great addition to
the scene, as is the lady and her dog looking at
the window.

Left a cribbing casting, right cast rock
Mac’s layout, just like the club’s, is a work
in progress. He has already made some changes
in the track work and is looking at more. Of
course not only is the layout pleasing to the eye, it
is really great for operating.
3 items From “Trains dot Com”
These are from Trains Magazines web site;
therefore I can only use portions.
The former Santa Fe passenger depot in
downtown Fort Madison, which hasn't been a stop
for passenger trains since 1968, may soon be
used for passenger service again. In 1968, Santa
Fe built a new passenger station and yard office
two miles west of downtown.
The brick passenger depot opposite
Riverview Park, built in 1910, became a museum,
with Santa Fe caboose 999235 adjacent to it and
4-8-4 No. 2913 displayed across the tracks.
According to the Fort Madison Daily
Democrat, the City Council approved a proposal
Jan. 16 to sign an agreement with Klingner &
Associates of Quincy, Ill., for $99,509 for
preliminary and construction engineering on the
depot platform. One of the holdups is the
platform. The tracks are higher than they were
when the depot was used for passenger trains, so
the platform will have to be raised. The depot
interior will be remodeled for the ticket counter

and waiting area. Money also will go to modify
another part of the depot for Historical Society
space, since the Society will have to move from
its present quarters.
The city hopes to entice passengers to
spend more time in the business district and not
an industrial area.
++++++++++++
If you are planning a trip to the Illinois
Railway Museum this year, you won’t see the
Nebraska Zephyr. But it’s only a temporary thing.
The U P moved the train on Jan. 18 from its home
at Union, Ill., to Avalon Rail Inc., in West Allis, for
specialized car restoration work. It will remain
there the better part of a year or more.
It arrived at the Illinois Railway Museum
after it was retired in 1968 and has been in use by
the museum since then, usually pulled by
Burlington 9911A, the sole surviving EMD E5A
unit.
++++++++++++
The Burlington Junction Railway, which
operates short lines in Burlington and Mount
Pleasant, Iowa, and Rochelle and Quincy, Ill., is
expanding again. The railway took over operation
of BNSF's yard in Ottumwa in Mid-January, The
Hawkeye newspaper and other sources reported.
BJRY transports 3,000 carloads per year. In
the process of increasing business in Burlington,
the railway acquired 50,000 square feet of indoor
warehouse storage, augers, and other bulkhandling equipment.
BJRY, which has two employees in
Ottumwa and may hire more, also plans a new
warehouse there. BJRY is using GP7 No. 714 in
Ottumwa.
Built by EMD in October 1950 as Santa Fe
2658, it had a rebuild and was then sold in1973,
to the Great Western Railway. It later became
Council Bluffs Railway 714 before going to
Burlington Junction.
More about BJRY
QSME member and Hazmat officer for the
BJRY (yes that is his official title) says the
company has decided top build an engine repair
back shop and a paint shop in Burlington.
He says there is money to be made by
repairing engines for other railroads as well as
their own. And you can also look for major
business expansions in Quincy in the next couple
of years.
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David Fredrick learned about the problem
Keokuk Rail Bridge Out for 90 Days
and called Max Roskamp to get a camera to the
The Keokuk Iowa city council was told scene. John Roskamp grabbed the camera and
Thursday night February 1st, the railroad bridge got closer than most of us would.
from Iowa to Illinois over the Mississippi will be
out of service for about 90s days.
The director of public works for the
city, Bill Richardson told the council about twothirds of the ties will have to be replaced, and it
will take about that long to make repairs.
The damage was caused by the derailment
of two cars on a Keokuk Junction east-bound
train. The train made it to the Illinois side, but
damaged about 2,000 of ties to the point that it is
not safe to use the track.
The main user is Roquette America which
produces corn products and also relies somewhat
on inbound trains of corn. They plan to use trucks
and other railroads in the meantime.
Derailment occurred just before a switch
The bridge belongs to the city and is
The cause was simple to determine . Just
insured, but you can bet this one is going to be a
look at the picture below.
hassle to that may wind up in court.
KJRY is already blaming the city, saying
that the swing span was not properly aligned.
Meanwhile both the city and KJ will lose money
due to the bridge being closed.
More Keokuk

Gently boys, gently
This one is not the KJ’s fault for once.
BNSF got this one off the tracks in the yard near
Roquette America. The crane is on a truck and
the sling is being used to lower the tank car and
trucks onto a good track. I’m not sure how they
got the truck into the yards unless it has a wide
wheel base.

Turned rail caused wreck
Older tracks and a rail that turned on its
side is something all railroads worry about.
Thankfully in neither of the Keokuk wrecks
was anyone injured and the cars did not turn over
and spill their contents.
More About Don Meyer
The club received nice note from Don’s
son and daughter in which they thanked us for the
plant we sent. Here is part of what they wrote.
“We can’t begin to tell you how much your
friendship and support for Dad has meant to us. I
truly believe your friendships during his years of
rehab and after his stroke and these past 15
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years have truly given him life, We will always
remember you guys and gals with great
fondness.”
Signed; David and Mary Meyer and Diane,
John, Paul and Julie Rotramel.
I mentioned earlier about the water tanks
Don built and here are a couple of pictures.

We are planning a trip on Saturday
February 17th (weather permitting) to Jacksonville.
Van McCullough will be our host for a visit to
three layouts, his, Tom Holliday’s and a third one.
The plan is to meet at the front parking lot
at the Good Samaritan Home at 8:45 AM. We will
car pool to Jacksonville and spend the morning
with Van, then go some where for lunch (no not
Mickey Ds) and then visit the other layouts in the
afternoon. There is no sign up for the trip, just
show up that morning and you’ll be included.
After the February meeting it was show
and tell time for a couple of members.

Tank & coaling tower at Glenn Hazel
This tank was at Benezett but was moved
when the club decided to build the steel mill
complex. There is also another tank at the
Portland Mills yard.
Icing platform - N scale
This really is a terrific model and in N scale
too. Jeff Unser is building an N scale layout at his
home in Quincy. One of the advantages to the
smaller scale is the amount of track and the
buildings you can include in a very moderate
space.

Million gallon tank at Keating
Anything Don undertook, he did very well.
His training as an architect caused him to be very
well organized and to take his time in everything
he did. He did not rush anything instead he was
painstaking in his precise creation of his layout
and the projects for the club.
He will be missed by all of us.
Jordan Miniatures Model A pick up
I do have David and Diane’s addresses if
Gary Roe fashioned this one. He said he
any of you wish to send them a note.
never thought he’d spend more time on an auto
than a rail car or engine, but this required it.
Model Railroading is Fun!
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